




























































56 Class and Schools Social class, student achievement, and the black-white achievement gap 57

 In math, black children in the top quintile score as well as middle-class
 whites (both are at the 52nd percentile), and upper-middle-class black
 children (in the fourth quintile) score about the same as lower-middle-
 class whites (in the second quintile). Lower-middle-class black chil-
 dren score about the same as bottom quintile whites (both are at about
the 32nd percentile).

     These race gaps, for both math and reading, might well be further
diminished if additional social and economic characteristics could be
controlled; for example, longer-term income and asset data, not only
current family income. But, as noted above, even these more sophisti-
cated social class measures would still be entangled by some cultural
factors. All it is reasonable to say is that most of the racial test score gap
probably results from social class factors, but a small part may also
result from a culture of underachievement. It is possible, indeed likely,
that cultural factors play a larger role for older children, but it is also
likely that if social and economic conditions were equal for black and
white kindergartners, and black children were then as successful in the
early years of school as whites, cultural values that are hostile to educa-
tion might be less attractive to black students when they were older.

    Regardless of the historic origins of underachievement, if some black
students aim too low in school for reasons that do not apply to whites,
average achievement of blacks will fall below that of whites. The cul-
ture of low achievement should not be exaggerated in importance, above
social class characteristics that apply equally to blacks and whites. But
neither should we deny that aspects of black culture contribute to the

gap.
    Conservatives, both black and white, conclude from all this that

community-based motivational campaigns can play a role in narrowing
the gap. It seems plausible, but there is yet no evidence that such cam-
paigns actually would have an effect. Because cultural and socioeco-
nomic characteristics are so intertwined, it would be foolish to expect
motivational efforts alone to succeed, but equally foolish to deny their
potential contribution.

Summer and after-school learning

Earlier in this chapter, it was noted that scholars have never been able to
attribute more than about a third of student achievement variation to

school effects. Those scholars may even be overstating the school ef-
fect - analyses of data from summer learning have often seemed to
show that the entire growth in the gap during the years children are in
school develops during summer vacations, and so is probably attribut-
able to out-of-school experiences. In these analyses, typical children
from lower-class families seem to progress as rapidly during the school
year as typical children from middle-class families, but the lower-class
children fall behind in the summer, either because middle-class chil-
dren leam more or forget less in the summer months.

    Earlier, it was discussed how differences in home literacy support
can cause a big gap when children first enter kindergarten. If children
entered school with similar readiness, and if all subsequent learning
then took place in school, there would be no achievement gap between
lower- and middle-class children.'57

    Although some studies show that the widening of the gap takes
place only during the summers, other studies go further: they find that
the initial gap persists, but does not widen. In these analyses, on 12th
grade reading tests the black-white gap is not much different than it
was at the beginning of school.'58

     These data are not without controversy, and some recent studies do
 show the gap growing during school years, with only about half the
 12th grade gap already existing in kindergarten.159 But even this pattern
 could not be held to mean that unequal school or teacher quality widens
 the gap if the widening takes place almost entirely during summer
 months, when middle-class children's intellectual growth continues and
 lower-class children's growth stagnates.160

     This effect of summer learning has been confirmed by testing chil-
 dren at both the beginning and the end of the school year, making it
 possible to distinguish gains from formal schooling and those from
 less formal summer experiences. Such testing confirms that lower- and
 middle-class children actually show similar growth during elementary
 school. But each summer, the gap expands. A survey of New York City
 schoolchildren 40 years ago found that black children learned only
 one-sixteenth as fast during the summer as during the school year, while
 white children learned one-fourth as fast.16' Other studies since have

 confirmed these results.
     The reasons for these summer learning gaps are not hard to fathom.

 Any skill takes practice to develop; reading is no different. Children
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